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Here in a city called Matterful, there was a tiny lab, with a scientist named Circuitcron, and friends:
Mr. Tight Adams,

Mrs. Flowing Shape,

and Gashimer.

Gashimer always wears sparkely clothes, even at nighttime!
One great day, everybody was learning electricity at the tiny lab. Scientist Circuitron started teaching, "Electricity can make light, heat, and mechanical energy. This fan right here makes mechanical energy."
Gashimer walked over near the fan, woosh! he got blown apart. Mrs. Flowing Shape shouted, "Uh oh, that's not good, now what are we going to do!"
Gashimer yelled,

"Excuse me Scientist Circuitron, help me!"

Scientist Circuitron said,

"Here we go, I'm catching Gashimer in a net. Nope, it does not work!"

Gashimer fell right through.
Excuse me,

help me!
"Let me try to catch Gashimer in a balloon."

Scientist Circuitron got a balloon,

opened the air hole, caught Gashimer, and closed the air hole with velcrow.
He unveiled the balloon, baqam! Gashimer fell on the floor! Ta da, it really works!

Yay, Gashimer's back!
Scientist Circuitron went back to teaching electricity.
Do you know what kinds of energy a light bulb uses? Mr. Tight Adams answered, "light and heat." "Correct. Come back tomorrow, I'll teach you more."